OVERHAULED FOR EVEN EASIER MAINTENANCE

The RotaCut RCX-58H wet cutter
RotaCut RCX-58H

* Automatic Cut Control

**Optimization of Maintenance Work:**
- Faster, simpler, more efficient

- Resetting of the ACC* preloading unit has been simplified by a new oil bypass guide
- Newly developed accessibility to all wear parts within the shortest possible time

**Greater Operational Safety:**
- Separate oil chambers for more accurate monitoring
- Sensor to detect wear, for monitoring of the cutting blades

**Retrofittable**
- The drive package is compatible with existing housings

**Weight Reduction**
- Up to 33 kg less weight than the predecessor model

RotaCut RCX-58H
* Automatic Cut Control
Downtimes are never good for business. They disrupt technical processes, cost money and keep people from getting their work done. With the development of the RotaCut RCX-58H, Vogelsang’s engineers have succeeded in taking a design that was already robust and low maintenance and making it even more user-friendly. It means the next service call doesn’t come as a surprise, but can be carefully planned and prepared for instead.

**Faster and simpler maintenance work**

- The rotor can be easily decoupled from the drive unit without special tools by loosening the retaining bolt.
- Newly developed accessibility to all wear parts within the shortest possible time
- Resetting of the ACC* pre-loading unit has been simplified by a new oil bypass guide.

**Greater operational safety**

- The condition of the cutting blades is monitored using an electronic sensor.
- Targeted, visual monitoring thanks to separate seal support system for the ACC* and the mechanical seal unit
- Oil leakages can be more easily identified due to the separate oil chambers for the sealing chamber and the ACC* pre-loading unit.

**Good to know:** The total weight of the optimized RotaCut RCX-58H is about 33 kg lighter than its predecessor. If you already have an older model, however, you can also opt to replace only the drive package with the newer version, as it is designed as a retrofit cartridge.
What we offer
We provide solutions in the following sectors:
AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY, BIOGAS,
INDUSTRY, TRANSPORTATION, WASTEWATER

Our broad range of products and services
• Consulting and service
• Data management and control technology
• Disintegration technology
• Individually tailored solutions for special applications
• Pumps and pump systems
• Solid matter feeders
• Solids reduction, separators and mixers
• Spreading technology
• Supply, disposal and cleaning